
2015 – Year 10
Question Booklet

50 Questions 

time allowed – 45 minutes
 

Your teacher will explain how to fi ll in school and 
personal details on the answer sheet before starting. 

Instructions 

• You will be given this Question Booklet, a Source Sheet and an Answer Sheet. 
• Many of the questions will ask you to refer to sources on the Source Sheet. 
• Answer all questions on the Answer Sheet by selecting the best answer from the alternatives.
• Indicate your answer by COMPLETELY SHADING the oval for the alternative you have 

chosen with an HB pencil.
• Think carefully about your answer before making a choice, but if you wish to change an 

answer, rub out the incorrect answer and then COMPLETELY SHADE the oval for the 
new answer.

• Before starting, your teacher will explain how to fi ll in your school and personal details on 
the Answer Sheet – it is important to do this accurately USING CAPITAL LETTERS so 
that names will be spelt correctly on certifi cates.  

The 2015 Australian History Competition is created and run by the History Teachers’ Association of Australia and The Giant Classroom. It is  
sponsored by Circle – The Centre for Innovation, Research, Creativity and Leadership in Education and the magazine HistoriCool. 

www.australianhistorycompetition.com.au
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Questions 1-4 refer to Source A

1. What chamber of Old Parliament House is shown in the photo?  

  A  Senate  B   Congress 

     C  Legislative Assembly  D   House of Representatives 

2. Who occupied the seat indicated by the X arrow?

  A  Prime Minister  B   Speaker 

  C  Governor General   D  House Whip

3. Who occupied the seats indicated by the Y arrow?

  A Shadow Ministers B The Press Gallery  

  C Government Backbenchers   D Independent Senators 

4. Who served in Old Parliament House while they were Prime Minister?

  A Malcolm Fraser, Bob Hawke, John Howard, Kevin Rudd 

  B Robert Menzies, Ben Chifl ey, Gough Whitlam, Malcolm Fraser 

  C Alfred Deakin, William Morris Hughes, John Curtin, Robert Menzies 

  D Edmund Barton, Joseph Cook, Andrew Fisher, William Morris Hughes

5.  An Australian Prime Minister is 

   A selected from the Australian Parliament by the Governor General. 

  B the leader whose party or coalition has a majority in the Upper House.

  C the leader whose party or coalition has a majority in the Lower House. 

  D the person who has been elected Prime Minister by the Australian people.
 
6.  Which former Australian Prime Minister died in 2014?  

  A Ben Chifl ey  B Gough Whitlam

  C John Gorton D Robert Menzies

7. When was the colonial period in Australian history?

  A 1788 – 1901 B After 1915

  C  1901 – 1915 D Before 1788

Questions 8-11 refer to Source B

8.  Which of the images in Source B shows Sir John Monash?

  A 1st on the top row B  4th on the top row

  C 2nd on the bottom row  D 4th on the bottom row

9. Who was founder of the Royal Flying Doctor Service?

  A David Unaipon  B Edith Cowan 

  C  Reverend John Flynn D Sir Henry Parkes 
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10. Selecting historic personalities to appear on a nation’s banknotes largely involves making 
 a judgement about 

  A signifi cance.  B empathy.

  C continuity and change.  D chronology.

11.  Which fi gures shown on Australia’s banknotes are remembered for their involvement in cultural   
 activities such as poetry, writing and singing? 

  A Dame Nellie Melba, Mary Reiby, Sir John Monash

  B Edith Cowan, Dame Mary Gilmore, Sir Henry Parkes 

  C Reverend John Flynn, Sir John Monash, David Unaipon   

  D  Dame Nellie Melba, AB ‘Banjo’ Paterson, David Unaipon 

Questions 12-13 refer to Table 1, below 

Table 1    Some Australian Public Holidays 

Australia Day Anzac Day Good Friday 

Queen’s Birthday Labour Day 
(TAS: Eight Hours Day; 

NT: May Day)

Christmas Day

12. Which public holiday listed in Table 1 is associated with an event that occurred 100 years ago? 

  A Australia Day  B Anzac Day

  C Queen’s Birthday  D Labour Day  

13. What aspects of Australia’s heritage and history have infl uenced the selection of public 
 holidays shown in Table 1?

  A British origins, popular culture, capitalism 

  B  Indigenous heritage, British origins, Christianity 

  C British origins, Christianity, trade union achievements

  D the foundation of each state, military achievements, multiculturalism 
   

Questions 14-15 refer to Sources C and D

14.   Using Sources C and D, what do you conclude was the goal of the Eight Hour Day movement? 

  A A public holiday for labourers

  B Safer conditions on building sites for stonemasons

  C An international landmark created by the Australian labour movement     

  D An eight hour working day, with time for eight hours rest and eight hours recreation
  
15. A historian might use Sources C and D as evidence to argue that

  A workers in Victoria worked only eight hours a day in the 1850s.

  B building workers were frequently involved in demonstrations and strikes. 

  C Victorian businesses set an international example by offering workers improved conditions.   

  D many saw the reduction of working hours as a signifi cant achievement of the labour movement. 
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Question 16 refers to Table 1 and Sources C and D

16. Read the two statements and select the best answer.

     I   Public holidays and memorials commemorate traditions, events and achievements 
   that are not associated with historical debate.  
  II  Governments, businesses and unions have always cooperated to give Australians 
   the world’s best working conditions.

     A Both statements are true. B Only statement I is true.

  C Both statements are false. D Only statement II is true.

17. What is the correct order, from earliest to most recent, for the start of these 
 economic developments in Australia?

  A the export of wool, trade with Macassans, Snowy Mountains Scheme, iron & steel production 

  B Snowy Mountains Scheme, iron & steel production, the export of wool, trade with Macassans   

  C iron & steel production, trade with Macassans, Snowy Mountains Scheme, the export of wool

  D trade with Macassans, the export of wool, iron & steel production, Snowy Mountains Scheme

18.  In which period were Australians most likely to have travelled between Melbourne (VIC) and 
 Fremantle (WA) by steamship?

  A 1810-1830 B 1890-1910

  C 1960-1980 D 1990-2010

19.    Which Australian activist for Indigenous rights, who was of South Sea Island descent, died in 2015?

  A Faith Bandler B Pearl Gibbs

  C Jessie Street D Oodgeroo Noonuccal

Questions 20-21 refer to Source E

20. According to the plaque, a statue was erected to Duke Kahanamoku because he 

  A was an Australian leader in 1914. B was an Australian world surfi ng champion. 

  C introduced surfboard riding to Australia.  D made surfboard riding popular in Australia.

21. A historian would conclude that the statement that ‘Australia has dominated the sport’ is 

  A a biased generalisation.

  B  unreliable because it is from an Australian perspective.

  C evidence of the views of those who erected the monument in 1994. 

  D reliable evidence because it is part of an offi cial commemorative site. 

  
Questions 22-24 refer to Source F

22. What is Trove?

  A A surfi ng blog 

  B An online newspaper 

  C An early 20th century newspaper  

  D A search engine used to access digitised newspapers
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23. What is the best word to use about the writing in the article ‘Surf-Board Riding. Kahanamoku’s Display’?

  A Analytical  B Propagandist 

  C Descriptive  D Sensationalist 

24. If a historian quoted from ‘Surf-Board Riding. Kahanamoku’s Display’ in a book about surfi ng history,  
 what reference would they use? 

  A Trove, http://trove.nla.gov.au/

  B Source F Screen shot of a Trove web page

  C ‘Surf-Board Riding. Kahanamoku’s Display’, online newspaper

  D ‘Surf-Board Riding. Kahanamoku’s Display’, Sydney Morning Herald, 25 December 1914, p. 4
 
Question 25 refers to Sources E and F
  
25. Which statement is the most accurate?

  A  The newspaper report in Source F provides evidence to support the plaque in Source E.

  B The plaque in Source E provides evidence to support the newspaper report in Source F. 

  C The newspaper report in Source F provides evidence to contradict the plaque in Source E.

  D The plaque in Source E provides evidence to contradict the newspaper report in Source F. 
 
Questions 26-28 refer to Source G

26.  What should a historian of early twentieth century Melbourne keep in mind if using Source G?

  A  The poor quality artwork B It is a secondary source 

  C The artist’s humorous purpose  D Postcards were not intended to be sources 

27. What is the most reasonable conclusion a social historian might draw from Source G?

  A  There was gun violence in boarding houses. 

  B Shared bathrooms could cause tension in boarding houses.

  C In 1904 people washed their clothes while they were having a bath.

  D  Most of Melbourne’s population lived in boarding houses in the early twentieth century. 

28. Read the two statements and select the best answer.

     I   Only written sources can provide a historian with reliable information.  
  II  Source G raises questions that a historian might investigate using other sources. 

     A Both statements are true. B Only statement I is true.

  C Both statements are false. D Only statement II is true.

Questions 29-33 refer to Source H

29. According to Source H, what percentage of Australians identifi ed as Christian in 1901?

  A 40% B 96%

  C 1.4% D 33%

30. Followers of which religion would NOT be included under the heading ‘Other Christian’ in Source H?

  A Sikhs B Lutherans

  C Presbyterians  D Pentecostals  
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31. Immigration from India in recent decades is most likely to have contributed to a rise in the number of 

  A Hindus. B Jews.

  C Muslims. D Buddhists.

32. What is a likely cause for Catholics overtaking Anglicans as the largest religious group in Australia?

  A  The impact of the White Australia Policy

  B Higher numbers of Catholic immigrants since World War II 

  C The large number of Anglican casualties during World War I 

  D The high percentage of Irish who were transported to Australia as convicts

33. What generalisation about religion in Australia does Source H provide evidence for?

  A Buddhists are a small and declining part of the population.  

  B At the start of the twentieth century Anglicans were the ruling class.  

  C Muslims make up one of the largest religious groups in modern Australia. 

  D There has been a large increase in the number of people with no religious belief.

Question 34 refers to Source I 

34. Which migrant group established the mosque shown in Source I?

  A Afghan cameleers B Lebanese hawkers

  C Indonesian traders D Chinese gold diggers 

Questions 35-36 refer to Source J

35.  Mary MacKillop is most recognised for her achievements in what area? 

  A Nursing  B Education

  C Sheltering refugees  D Supporting migrant women

36. Judging by their clothing, the fi gures in Source J represent fi gures from which decade?

  A 1780s B 1890s

  C 1960s D 1990s 

Question 37 refers to Sources H, I and J

37.  Read the two statements and select the best answer.
     I   Sources H, I and J suggest that religion has been signifi cant in Australian history.   
  II  Sources H, I and J illustrate both change and continuity in Australian history.  

     A Both statements are true. B Only statement I is true.

  C Both statements are false. D Only statement II is true

Questions 38-40 refer to Source K

38.  On the Eastern Mediterranean map shown in Source K, what city is indicated by U?

  A Cairo B  Athens  

  C Constantinople D Sarajevo 

39.  On the Eastern Mediterranean map shown in Source K, what body of water is indicated by V?

  A Black Sea B  Red Sea

  C Caspian Sea D The Dardanelles
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40.  On the map of the Gallipoli Peninsula, which arrow indicates the Anzac attack on 25 April 1915?

  A  B

  C  D 

Questions 41-42 refer to Source L
 
41. From Source L and your own knowledge, the aim of the Anzac attack in 1915 was to 

  A experience a baptism of fi re.  B test the national character.  

  C gain control of access to the Black Sea.   D conquer the Ottoman Empire.

42. What statement could Source L be used to support?

  A German historians are biased. 

  B In the long term, the Anzac attack at Gallipoli was a success.  

  C All nations need a military achievement as a foundation story.

  D The Anzac legend is recognised by historians outside Australia and New Zealand.   

Questions 43-45 refer to Table 2, below

Table 2       Policies affecting Indigenous Australians  

Policy 1 Missions and reserves were set up where Aboriginal people were meant to be sheltered from 
the effects of frontier violence and dispossession. The lives of those who lived on the missions 
and reserves were tightly controlled.  

Policy 2 Aboriginal people were expected to live the same way as other Australians, enjoying the same 
rights and privileges but abandoning their own culture.

Policy 3 Indigenous people were acknowledged as Australia’s fi rst people, with a right to co-exist in a 
diverse society and make their own decisions about issues facing them. 

Policy 4 Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians acknowledge past confl ict, share understanding 
about how events of the past affect Indigenous people today and work together to improve 
Indigenous disadvantage.

43.   Which answer matches the correct terms to the policies described in Table 2?

  A 1: Protection                2: Assimilation            3: Self-determination   4: Reconciliation   

  B 1: Reconciliation         2: Protection               3: Assimilation             4: Self-determination  

  C 1: Self-determination  2: Reconciliation         3: Protection                4: Assimilation    

  D 1: Assimilation            2: Self-determination  3: Reconciliation          4: Protection 

44.  The removal of Aboriginal children to places where they were taught to reject Aboriginal ways 
 was part of which policy?

  A Protection B Assimilation

  C Reconciliation D Self-determination
 
45.  Which event was an example of Reconciliation in practice?

  A The creation of the Tent Embassy in Canberra in 1972

  B The Day of Mourning organised by Aboriginal protesters in 1938

  C The Apology to the Stolen Generations by Prime Minister Rudd in 2008

  D The Yirrkala Bark Petition presented to Federal Parliament by the Yolgnu people in 1963
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Questions 46-48 refer to Sources M and N

46. Which statement refl ects Evans’ reaction to the landscape he saw?

  A  It was attractive although it was likely to fl ood.

  B He thought it was too heavily timbered to be of much use for farming.

  C He found it picturesque and thought it would be good for raising livestock.

  D It reminded him of an English park but the soil was too poor for cultivation.

47. Which statement about the usefulness or reliability of Sources M and N is most accurate?

  A Source N is useful in giving an Indigenous perspective on the past. 

  B Source M is useful in explaining why the land had a park-like appearance.  

  C Source M is not reliable because it is biased against Indigenous Australians. 

  D Source N is not reliable because it is more like oral history than written history.
   
48. To what extent could Sources M and N be used by a historian to argue that Aboriginal Australians   
 managed the landscape with fi re-stick farming? 

  A Both sources could be used to support this argument.  

  B Neither source could be used to support this argument.

  C Only Source N could be used to support this argument. 

  D Only Source M could be used to support this argument. 

Questions 49-50 refer to Table 3, below

Table 3      Historical Concepts

Defi ni  ons List A List B List C List D

reliable and relevant informa  on that can be 
used to answer a historical ques  on 

perspec  ve contestability empathy evidence

the point of view from which diff erent people 
see and understand events 

empathy evidence contestability perspec  ve 

the ability to take account of the diff erent 
values and ideas of people in the past  

contestability perspec  ve evidence empathy 

refers to the debatable nature of history, with 
historians having diff erent interpreta  ons 

evidence empathy perspec  ve contestability 

49. In Table 3, which list matches each concept to the best defi nition?

  A    List A B   List B

  C    List C D   List D

50. Which of the following tasks requires you to use historical empathy?

  A Summarise the causes of the Great Depression.     

  B Construct a chronology of key events leading up to Federation. 

  C Explain why Australians spoke of Britain as ‘home’ in the early twentieth century. 

  D Compile a database of Australians who won the Victoria Cross during World War I.
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